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Abstract (en)
A pulley arrangement for forming a shed in the warp threads of a Jacquard machine, comprising a plurality of pulley elements and a plurality of
complementary hooks connected by means of a plurality of vertically movable pulley cords and lifting knives, such that control of a suspension point
of the pulley cord enables a selection of four possible positions for the warp threads for at least each of two picks, characterized in that each pulley
arrangement cooperates with one set of two of the complementary hooks (111,112), and comprises a pulley element (114) with top and bottom
rollers connected one above the other and suspended below each set of the complementary hooks by means of a first pulley cord (113), each end
of the first pulley cord being fixed to one of the complementary hooks (111,112), while downward-hanging portion of the first pulley cord runs over
the top roller (114') of the pulley element (114), thereby suspending said pulley element, one end of the second pulley cord (115) being attached to
one of the complementary hooks, with another end of the second pulley cord being attached to a first deflection roller (121), and guided over said
deflection roller (121) is a third pulley cord (118) having one end connected to a fixed point (116) of the Jacquard machine, a portion of the third
pulley cord guided over the first deflection roller (121), runs back up over a second deflection roller (117) and guided over the bottom roller (114")
of the pulley element (114), with another end of the third pulley cord being connected to one or more warp threads (120) by means of a plurality of
harness cords; one end of a fourth pulley cord (122) being attached to the second deflection element (117) and another end being fixed to a grid
(119) which is movable up and down in phase with one of the a plurality of knives. <IMAGE>
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